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1. I observed operations at Ballot Processing facility at Boulder County Clerk’s 

election facility from about 9 am until about 1 pm 

 

2. In the Bell and Howell Scanner/sorter system (B&H System) area there were 29 

trays of about 400 envelopes ready for what looked like the first pass through the 

B&H sys.  

 

3. In the west Signature Verification (SV) room (SV-2) they were hand sorting 

Mail Ballot Envelopes (MBE). I asked Mary Beth why they were hand sorting 

instead of sorting by using the Bell & Howell Scanner/Sort System (B&H Sys). 

Her standard answer was “I don’t know” and I never received an answer.  

 

4. About 9:07 in the area around the B&H system there was 1 staff, 1 temp, 1 B&H 

tech mulling around. 

 

5. About 9:28 a second B&H tech arrived 

 

6. About 9:30 in SV-2 one SV workstation had spaces for 4 signature 

verification pairs.  However all entries were blank and the normal buttons on 

the screen were missing on 3 of the 4 pair locations.  A B&H tech was 

requested to troubleshoot the problem. I think the previous screen didn’t have all 

four of the “change” buttons on it either. 

 

7. About 9:34 a B&H tech arrived at the malfunctioning SV workstation 

labeled “V08CR”. He was not able to determine cause of problem so he 

“Exited” and “Restarted” which seems to be the standard correction for 

problems that appear to be SV software malfunctions.  Staff said they 

“would recheck that batch”. 

 

8. When SV resumed, it appeared that a much better image was displayed for the 

captured image when the “View Detail” option was selected.  The signature 

background was not as dark gray as it had been on previous days.  So there must 

have been some software changes made. 
 

9. Between 9:51 and 9:56 I observed one team processed 16 screens of 4 signature 

pairs in the 5-minute period. This is an average of about 4.7 seconds per signature 

pair.  This included using the “View Detail” multiple times.  I did not agree with 

all the decisions the operators were making but the time spent examining seemed 

a lot more reasonable than what I had observed on previous days where 

signatures were being verified in as little as 4/10 of a second.   

 



10. About 10:02 the B&H was misrouting envelopes again. 

 

11. About 10:36, two B&H techs were working under the back hood of the B&H 

console.  That had what appeared to be documents aiding in troubleshooting.  

 

12. About 11:05 I started to observe activity in the “Resolution” room. They were 

manually looking in brown envelopes for something. I asked Mary Beth what 

they were doing and got the standard “I don’t know” answer. I wonder if they 

were working on UOCAVA envelopes. 

 

13. About 11: 20 to about 11:28 observed “Exception” processing at the 1
st
 

workstation to the right when entering SV-2 from the hall.  It seems that the same 

person and was performing the manual laser scanning of bar code on the envelope 

then bring up screens in what I guess is the SCORE system. Today he had another 

person that appeared to be staff or a long-term temp watching him.  Whenever 

this second person left with envelopes to look something up using the “Internet 

Station” in SV-1 room, the primary person would turn off the monitor. This 

second person always seemed to return with more envelopes that she left with.  

 

14. As part of the “exception” processing at least one envelope had no computer 

printing on it.  All writing on the envelope was in hand writing with what 

looked like a ballpoint pen.  How did an unprinted MBE even exist since I 

thought all MIB were mailed out with computer printed labels and bar 

codes?   
 

15. About 11:28 the “exception” operator was changing “Rejects” to “Accepts”.  

He was trying to hide as much as he could from Watchers.  

 

16. About 11:37 the B&H system went wild with several envelopes being thrown 
out of the normal track on the lower level.  These envelopes were not sorted 

into any of the 8 trays on the lower level.  

 

17. At about 11:53 in the SV-2 room they brought in 3 trays of MBEs.  They were 

grouping in groups of 50 but otherwise could not determine what they were up to 

and again Mary Beth didn’t know either. 

 

18. About 12:27 in the “Resolution Room” they were handwriting on ballots that 
had brown envelopes. UOCAVA ? 

 

19. About 12:30 the B&H techs were using what looked like a remote control 

module.  They were running live single MBE through trying to figure out 

what was going wrong. About 12:33 B&H techs were using a hand laser 

scanner on live MBE then sending them through the sorting function one at a 

time. Why? 

 



20. About 12:38 in the MBE opening area if they found a ballot that had 

questionable marking they were putting the ballot back in an envelope that 

was different than it had been removed from.  Why?  On previous days when I 

observed a questionable ballot was detected they simply placed it in a separate 

colored folder so it could be placed on top of the other ballots when the Kodak 

ballot scanner scanned the ballots.  This is what we were told to do when we were 

removing ballots from the security sleeves for early voting ballots as part of the 

“Reconciliation” process.  

 

21. About 12:48 observed operation of operator logging onto Kodak station “E” in 

Ballot Scanner area.  He had 3 stacks of about 1-1/2 x 3 inch modules. Were these 

some form of memory module?  He appeared to be reading modules with a small 

reader on top of computer under the table The operator was then writing in 

“System E “MBB LOG”” book. 

 

 

 

  


